1.5 SPHERE MOUNT

The 1.5 Sphere Mount is designed to hold a Spherically Mounted Reflector or Theodolite Sphere
on centerline of a hole and 1000 above or optional 25mm above

(3) POINT NEST ON C/L OF
"A" DIAMETER WITHIN +/-0.0005

1.5000 DIAMETER
SMR REFERENCE

"H"
1.000 +/-0.0005 or
25mm +/-0.0005
TO CENTERLINE
OF 1.500 SPHERE

MAGNET

"A" DIAMETER -.0005

TO ORDER: SPECIFY PART NO. AS SHOWN
EXAMPLE: 1.5 SM - 1.000 - 2500
1.5 SM - 25mm - 6mm

"A" - SHANK DIAMETER

"H" - HEIGHT TO CENTERLINE OF SPHERE

DRAWING NUMBER
1.5 SM-1.000

DRAWING NUMBER
1.5 SM-25mm